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“Poor social policies, 
unfair economics and 
bad politics are killing 
people on a grand 
scale.”



Health System Roles in Acting on 
Social Determinants of Health


 

Educator/watchdog


 
Resource broker


 

Community developer


 
Intersectoral partner


 

Advocate/catalyst
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A typical tropical sub-Saharan African country has an annual 
income of perhaps $350 per person per year…
The government might be able to mobilize 15 percent of the 
$350 in taxes from the domestic economy…
The health sector is lucky to claim $10 per person per year out 
of this, but even rudimentary health care requires roughly four 
times that amount…
Foreign aid is therefore not a luxury for African health. It is a 
life-and-death necessity. 

(Sachs, Foreign Affairs, 2007).

Jeff Sachs has a point:
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Explaining the gradient

 Generals:
 “The tendency for insufficiently 

digested micronutrients to succomb to 
the pull of gravity”
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Explaining the gradient

 Generals:
 “The tendency for insufficiently 

digested micronutrients to succomb to 
the pull of gravity”

 Privates:
 “Sh*t rolls downhill”

(and hits everyone along the way)
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1. Improve daily living conditions
emphasis on early childhood 
development and education
living and working conditions
generous social protection policies

2. Tackle the inequitable distribution of 
power, money and resources

strengthened public sector and 
government
supports to strengthen civil society
accountability by private sector
investments for collective benefit

3. Measure and understand better the 
problems to assess better the 
interventions

health equity assessments of al major 
national and international policies
improved health information systems in 
all countries
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The Global Production Chain





“Global economic policy 
influences hit hard at 
social spending and 
social development.”



Global poverty: World Bank $1.25/day poverty line

Source: Chen & Ravallion, 2008.   
Note that East Asia and Pacific includes China; South Asia includes India



Global poverty: World Bank $2.50/day poverty line

Source: Chen & Ravallion, 2008.  
Note that East Asia and Pacific includes China; South Asia includes India



Globalization policies have reversed trends in 
health gains except for health technology 
benefits



 

Worldwide life expectancy at birth (LEB) continued to 
increase over 1980s – 2000s period of rapid global market 
integration but
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By 0.13 years even when accounting for gains through 
improved health technologies 



The Global Production Chain



Textile workers in 
Bangladesh get paid as 
little as ten cents an 
hour to make cheap 
clothes for UK and US 
companies.

‘Ethical’ work totals 60  
hours a week. 

Chinese Toy Factory Hours

Work: 08-12.00
Lunch: 12.00-1.30
Work: 1.30 – 6.00
Dinner 6-7
Work 7-10.30
Sunday nights free
one day/month free

http://article.wn.com/link/WNAT2a04dee7cc13988cc6c379e04ac6c3e5?source=upge&template=cheetah-article/displayarticle.txt


War on Want's new report, 
Let's Clean Up Fashion 2007, 
highlights the appalling 
conditions and stark injustices 
within the high street fashion 
industry. 

UK high street retailers do not 
pay developing country 
garment workers a living 
wage, whilst reaping vast 
profits and paying 
spokesmodels and CEOs 
millions of pounds. 



The Tipping Point?



 

Labour’s share of global income/wealth (relative to 
capital’s share) in OECD countries has declined with 
globalization, a disincentive to further global market 
integration.


 

Since 1975:


 

Wages as share of global GDP (G10)


 

fell from 63% to 58%


 

Corporate share of global GDP (G10)


 

rose from 11% to 16%


 

Top 1% earner share of wages (USA)


 

rose from 8% to 16%



Average tariffs recovery: 
Low and middle income countries



 
Middle income countries: 40% – 60%



 
Low income countries: 0% – 30%



 
For 28 low income countries:


 

6 replaced lost tariffs


 

10 partially replaced tariffs


 

12 replaced no lost tariffs 


 

between 25% and 50% of total possible public 
revenue because



 
Tariffs account for 25% – 50% of all public 
revenue in the world’s 53 poorest countries
Source: Globalization Knowledge Network Final Report



“High- and middle- 
income countries should 
not demand further 
tariff reductions in 
bilateral, regional and 
world trade agreement 
negotiations with low- 
income countries until 
alternative methods of 
revenue collection, and 
the institutional capacity 
to sustain them, are 
well developed.”



http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1b/TAC-activists-2.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/e/ef/TAC_logo.png


http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1b/TAC-activists-2.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/e/ef/TAC_logo.png


Redistribution, regulation and rights

“[Global] policies [adopted by nations] should 
provide for:



 
systematic resource redistribution between 
countries and within regions and countries to 
enable poorer countries to meet human needs,



 
effective supranational regulation to ensure that 
there is a social purpose in the global economy, 
and



 
enforceable social rights that enable citizens and 
residents to seek legal redress” (Deacon et al., 
2005)
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UNESCO Report on Global Distribution of Scientific Resources, 2007
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Source: Holmgren M, Schnitzer SA (2004) Science on the Rise in Developing Countries. PLoS Biol 2(1)
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Average Bandwdith Costs (USD per Kbps) by Region
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“A small group of thoughtful people could 
change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing 

that ever has.” 

Margaret Mead, Anthropologist 



Thank you 
gracias

obrigado
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